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% ,,,,, / March 27, 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Chairsan -.

Comissioner Rogers -

Comissioner Curtiss
Comissioner Remick
Comissioner de Planque

FROM: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: SEABROOK - THE STAFF'S REVIEW OF THE OFFICE OF THE
INSPECTOR GENERAL (OIG) REPORT 90-31H " REVIEW OF

THE NRC STAFF'S RESPONSES TO CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRIES
REGARDING JOSEPH WAMPLER AND THE WELDING PROGRAM AT
SEABROOK NUCLEAR STATION"

In a November 21, 1991, memorandum to the staff (COMIS-91-015), the Comission
directed that the staff review the OIG report 90-31H for lessons learned and

.

proposed corrective actions.

On February 12, I transmitted preliminary coments based on the OIG findings.
On March 6, 1992, senior staff met with representatives of the Office of the
Inspector General. As a result of these discussions, clarifying changes were
made to the preliminary responses to ensure that the response could not be
misconstrued. Enclosure 1 provides our final response to the OIG findings, as
requested in the Comission's November 21, 1991, memorandum to the staff. A
transcript of the March 6, 1992 meeting is provided as Enclosure 2.

In sumary, the staff Egrees with almost all the findings in the OIG report
which involve actions by the NRC technical staff. (Findings 1.1, I.2 I.3,1.4

and I.5; III A.1, Ili A.2 III A.3, III B.1, and III B.2; IV; V.1, V.2, V.3
andVI). The enclastre contains extensive discussions concerning the
drcumstances contributing to staff errors or inaccuracies. The response to
the remainder of the OIG report findings (II.1,11.2, and II.3) involved a
coordinated effort of the technical staff and the Office of General Counsel
(0GC). With regard to findings 11.1, 11.2, and 11.3, the staff and OGC agree
that there should have been better internal coordination by both OGC and the
staff betwtcn the preparation of the letter to Mr. Wampler and the preparation
of the re.porse to Senator Kennedy and that- OGC reviewers should also have
reviewed the. transcript of the Department of Labor proceeding involving Mr.
Wampler.-

It-is clear from the findings of the OIG report that significant lessons can
be learned from this experience. The following are current actions being
taken by the staff. -

Enclosure 3
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The Comissioners

NRC management will better ensure that NRC construction inspectionThey should

reports contain adequate as well as accurate infomation. provide a " stand alone" description of significant NRC activities and
I 1.

Should issues arise ,

issues raised and resolved during. construction. f
after construction, this will ensure that there is an accurate record oRevised guidance will be issued to the staff
NRC actions and findings.
by July 1,1992.

The procedure for concurrence will be strengthened to better ensure theThe revised procedure will be issued by2.
accuracy of NRC documents.
April 3, 1992.

The staff, to the maximum extent possible, will take the time needed toensure its responses to questions pertaining to safety matters are clear3.

and accurate.

In addition, as a result of the staff's post-licensing review activities
at Seabrook as discussed in my October 4, 1991, report to the4.

Comission, we will take steps to strengthen our construction inspectionWe also plan to provide improved continuity

of the NRC presence on site during construction to assure that importantactivities are adequately covered and that knowledge of these activities
program for future plants.

is better retained within the agency.

Further, in recent meetings with agency senior managers I have
reemphasized their responsibilities and the responsibility of those they5.

manage to assure that the information they provide to the Comission and
Congress is not only timely and accurate, but also clear and whereverWhen such documentation is
possible traceable to documented sources.not available, it is better to take the time to develop full responses
rather than address detailed questions incompletely.

The staff will assure that documents important to regulatory decisions6. will have appropriate legal review.

With regard to this matter, the staff considers it important to emphasizeseveral points related to the DIG report and the exchange of correspondence
with the Comission and with Congress which were the subject of the OIG
investigation.

The OlG report finding I.5 states that, "This investigation developed no
information to indicate that the Region I assessment was an attempt to1.

mislead the Congress by providing false or inaccurate information."
Further, in discussions with the EDO on February 3 and 7, 1992, the

.

|

Inspector General stated that the OlG had developed no evidence of|
intent by the staff to mislead the Comission or the Congress. '

With the information available to the Comission on 3/1/90, reasonable
assurance of the protection of public health and safety was available.2.

This has been confirmed by 2 years of subsequent extensive effort by the
Seabrook was properly licensed - there were no

staff and licensee.
significant remaining safety issues.

-_-~~---_ __ ^
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The Comissioners 3

With regard to the February 28, 1990, memorandum from Region I, which3,
was provided to the Comission and which was investigated by the IG, the
staff notes that this memorandum was in response to late-filed
allegations and was prepared by the staff in a period of about 24 hours.
This expedited review was in accordance with NRC procedures (NRC-0517-
059). As noted in the February 28, 1990, memorandum, this review
reported that the late-filed allegations " raised no new safety issue."
This memorandum further noted that "we have not had time to develop
detailed answers to the contained 15 questions (in Senator Kennedy's
letter) and currently lack complete knowledge of answers to who knew
what when, ..." It further noted that the allegations reveal "no new
safety. issue that has not been previously reviewed and resolved, or that
is material to the full power licensing of Seabrook." The Comission
was scheduled and did conduct a meeting on the Seabrook full power
license the next day, March 1, 1990.

4. Finally, extensive followup on the Seabrook welding issues was provided
to the Comission in staff memoranda dated October 4 and November 1,
1991. These memorsnda, encompassing the results of both licensee

. reviews and NRC inspections, affirmed that at the time of licensing, no
safety problems existed in pipe field welds at Seabrook.

Original Signed BW

james M. Taylor

James.M.' Taylor
Executive Ofrector

for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Final Staff Response to OlG

Report 90-31H
2. March 6, 1992 Transcript
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I. The 20% Re.iect Rute of Weld ladlocraohs

| FINDING I.1

The DIG investigation was unable to determine who wrote the statement, "Our
assessment is that a 20% reject rate of' radiographs during the first review by .

a Level III examiner is not unusual.* The lack of knowledge within Region I
concerning who wrote the statement is indicative of a vulnerability in the
review and concurrence process for the RUSSELL memorandum.

RESPONSE

The quotation in this finding us contained in a memorandum of February 28,
1990 from William T. Russell to Dr. Thomas E. Murley and was not intended to
be the basis for a final response to Senator Kennedy's initial set of
questions and concerns. The memorandum dealt with late-filed allegations.
NRC Manual Chapter (MC) 0517 '' Management of Allegations" provides the method
for dealing with late-filed allegations. The method includes a review of the
late-filed allegations to determine whether the allegations, if true, are
material to the licensing decision. If the NRC determines that an allegation
is material to the licensing decision, it then determines if the information
presented raises a matter not previously considered and determines its
significance to safety.

At the time Senator Edward M. Kennedy submittsddds-allegations (February 27,
1990), the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, was reviewing the
information from Region I regarding the status of the plant in preparation for
a decision on a full power license for Se'abrook in early March 1990. The
staff handled these allegations in accordance with the NRC process for late-
filed allagations and Region I was assigned to respond to these allegations.

28, 1990 memorandum from Russell to Hurley states that withThe February
respect to these allegations " Senator Kennedy has raised no new safety issue
that has not been previously reviewed and resolved, or that is material to the
full power licensing of Seabrook." This memorandum further stated that Region -

I staff had "not had time to develop detailed answers to the contained
(Senator Kennedy) 15 questions and currently lack complete knowledge of

The formal response to Senator Kennedy'sanswers to who knew what when."
letter was transmitted as an enclosure to a March 15, 1990 letter from the
former Chairman, Kenneth Carr.

It is agreed that the individual who first authored the "not unusual"
statement in the February 28, 1990 memo from Russell to Murley could not be
identified. Despite the fact that the Region I staff is unable to identify
the author of the subject statement, Mr. Thomas T. Martin, then Deputy
Regional Administrator, who signed the memorandum which included the
statement, was convinced the statement was accurate and takes full
responsibility for the statement.

It needs to be emphasized that the primary purpose of the Russell memorandum
was to address whether there was a safety issue that should delay proceeding
with a licensing decision. The staff was confident that it had enough

1
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information to render 's judgment that no new safety issue- had been raised that i
had not' been previously reviewed and resolved. For example, the staff was
faelliar with the licensee's substantial review of the welding activities.at
' Seabrook,.results of:in-service inspections, results of hydrostatic tests, and.

.

results of- extensive NRC inspections. _ This allowed the staff to continue to
-

conclude that no_new issues material to the licensing of Seabrook were *

' involved - Moreover,-subsequent analysis of t e radiographic review history ath
Seabrook has confirmed the stated assessment by Region I-to be correct.

.

The DIG finding regarding the possibility of a flawed concurrence process for -
-

the Russell memorandum indicates that the NRC should emphasize to management
-

'

and staff the need for diligence in preparing and concurring in documents.
Consequently, the EDO will reexamine the current staff guidance on concurrence
and revise it to provide greater-assurance that-staff documents are accurate.

.
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fE CING Y.2

The NRC officials who reviewed this statement provided the OlG with little
factual support for their concurrence.

RESPONSE .
.

The staff presented to OIG their recollection of the facts supporting the
concurrence of NRC officials who reviewed the statement that 'Our assessment
is that a 20% reject rate of radiographs during the first review by a Level
III examiner is not unusual,' as evidenced in the details of the OlG report.
The NRC staff agrees that most of the factual support consisted of the staff's
undocumented technical judgment.

The NRC officials who developed, reviewed, modified and finally concurred in
the Russell memorandum developed confidence in its accuracy through
discussions with knowledgeable members of the staff and through review of
records and data which those staff members presented. In particular, Mr.
Harry Kerch, the since-retired NRC nondestructive examination (NDE) Level III
examiner who was responsible for the NRC's national mobile NDE Laboratory,
asserted in his interview with the OIG that Wampler's 20% reject rate of
radiographs was not unusual. This assessment, according to the OIG interview,
was based upon Mr. Kerch's knowledge of the weld radiograph review history and
reject rates at Seabrook, coupled with his experience with the welding
programs at 95 other nuclear power plants at which he had conducted
inspections.

Mr. Martin, the Deputy Regional Administrator, who signed the document for Mr.
Russell (the latter did not participate in its development due to his
absence), was actively involved in directing its development, assuring staff
had a logical basis for various statements, and confirming that revisions did
not invalidate previous concurrence. These steps to assure accuracy of
various statements included a call to Mr. Antone Cerne, the former Senior
Construction Resident Inspector for Seabrook, who was then on vacation.

Mr. Cerne's recollection is that Mr. Martin told him of the Russell memorandum
written to respond to the Wampler issues and asked him a question regarding
one section of the prepared memorandum. Neither Mr. Cerne nor Mr. Martin
recall the question raised or the statement reviewed, but Mr. Cerne does
recall expressing no negative coments to the statements questioned. Although
the facts that Mr. Cerne recalled may not pertain to the specific statement in
question, the fact that Mr. Martin called Mr. Cerne while on vacation to
confirm certain factual statements illustrates the efforts to confirm or to
clarify statements about which he had questions with knowledgeable staff
members.

.

.
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FIlCING I.3

The assumption made by Region I-that WAMPLER'S review was the first NDE LevelSome of theIII review of the backlogged radiographs proved incorrect.
radiographs were previously examined by a Level III.

.
*

RESPONSE

The NRC staff agrees with this finding based on infomation now known by the
-staff. The specific section of the Russell memorandum that was investigated
by the OIG in this regard follows:

Our assessment is that a 20% reject rate of radiographs during the first
review by a Level III examiner is not unusual. The Level III NDE
examiner review follows the preliminary, Level II review, and is much
more thorough.

As documented in the OIG report on page 16, 'the IRT [ Independent Review Team]
determined that some of the backlogged weld packages that Wampler reviewed hadThis Level IIIpreviously been examined by a Pullman-Higgins NDE Level III."
review was generally not in addition to the Level 11 review quoted above in
the Russell memorandum, but rather, in place of it. In other words, in some
cases the initial Pullman-Higgins review of radiographs was performed by a
person possessing Level III certification despite the fact that only Level II
certification was required by the ASME Code to perform this function. Either
a Level II or a Level III examiner may perform the acceptance function for
weld radiographs and only one such review is required by the ASME Code. Thus,
in all cases Mr. Wampler's review did follow a preliminary review, but this
first review was at times conducted by a Level III certified individual.

The NRC staff who prepared the Russell memorandum were not aware at the time
that in some cases the initial review of the radiographs was performed by a
Level III certified individual. However, the NRC was aware that the reviews
by Pullman-Higgins preceded a review by the licensee which was to include 100%
of all safety-related welds. Therefore, while more detailed information on
the two levels of review should have been documented, this would not have
altered the conclusions of the Russell memorandum, i.e., no new safety issues
were raised.

It is worthy of note that in his letter of February 27, 1990, Senator Kennedy
states that "Wampler claimed that in the course of his review of approximately

radiographs of safety-related welds, he has rejected about 20%."800-900
However, the NRC Independent Review Team found that the rejection rate of Mr.

The percentage of weld radiographs (outWampler was actually less than 20%.
of the 787 welds listed in Mr. Wampler's logbook) rejected by Mr. Wampler for
all reasons (radiographic technique as well as weld quality) was approximately
8%. The percentage of weld radiographs rejected for weld quality was
approximately 6%.

4
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FINDING I.4

The statement was also unclear about whether the assessment of the reject rate
was based on industry wide statistical data or related to past inspection

it was also unclear whether theexperience at Seabrook Nuclear Station,
reject rate assessment was based on weld defects or included film quality and '

administrative errors.

ILESPONSE

The NRC staff agrees with this finding. The February 28, 1990, Russell
memorandum was one of many inputs to the NRR Office Director's decision to
issue the full power license. The level of detail implied to be necessary byInthe OIG's finding was never intended to be provided in the memorandum.
reviewing the late-filed allegations regarding a 20% radirgraph reject rate,

Thethe staff followed its process for dealing with late-fthd allegations.
question before the NRC staff was whether the assertion contained in the
Wampler statement regarding a 20% radiograph reject rate raised a new safety
issue that had not been previously reviewed and resolved. The staff responded
based on its knowledge of recent and past inspections of welding programs at
Seabrook and other sites.

The OIG report acknowledges that the Region I staff had performed inspections
of welder qualifications and weld reject rates prior to the Seabrook
investi--tion and had records indicating weld radiograph reject rates greater
than 2C ; for other construction facilities. High weld radiograph reject rates
had been documented in an early Seabrook SALP report assessment of the piping
area, and licensee corrective actions were discussed in subsequent inspection
reports. The relevant details of this publicly available information regarding
the Seabrook weld radiograph reject rates were transmitted by a March 15,
1990, letter to Representative Kostmayer in response to his March 7,1990
inquiries. The inspections and record reviews of the Seabrook welding program
performed before station licensing concluded that the piping welds at the
Seabrook station met the American Souety of Mechanical Engineers standards
and NRC requirements for structural integrity. This conclusion has been
substantiated by extensive licensee and NRC records reviews and reradiography
of certain welds subsequent to issuance of the Operating License.

5
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FDEIM_L 5

This investigation developed no information to indicate that the Region -I
assessment was an attempt to mislead the Congress by providing false or
inaccurate infomation. . . --

RESPONSE

The NRC staff agrees with this finding.

.

s
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II. The Joseoh Wampler Settlement Aareement

_INDING 11.1F

The primary basis for the NRC conclusion concerning the restrictiveness of the
settlement agreement was from information supplied by Mark BROTH, the attorney .

'

for Pullman-Higgins in the WAMPLER matter. Region I did not obtain an
independent analysis from their own NRC legal counsel.

RESP 0kSE

The findings in issue 11 relate to the response to question 13 attached to
the letter, dated March 15, 1990, from former Chairman Kennath Carr to Senator
Edward M. Kennedy. The NRC staff agrees that Region I did not obtain an

.

independent analysis from its NRC regional counsel concerning the
restrictiveness of the settlemnt agreement. The regional counsel was out of
the office because of unforeseen circumstances around the dates of the
correspondence to which Region I staff contributed (February 28, 1990,
memorandum from William T. Russell to Dr. Thomas E. Murley and March 15, 1990,
letter with enclosures from former Chairman Kenneth Carr to Senator Edward M.
Kennedy). In retrospect, in the absence of the Region I counsel, Region I
should have contacted OGC to obtain a legal review.

While Mr. Mark Broth's statements were valuable information for the staff's
assessment, they were not the primary basis for the staff's conclusion. If,

as reported, Mr. Broth concluded that the Agreement was not restrictive, the
NRC technical staff did not accept this conclusion, as can be seen from the
March 14, 1990, letter from Richard Wessman to Mr. Wampler. The NRC technical
staff wrote this letter to assure tht Mr. Wampler was aware of the NRC's
position that the terms of his settlement agreement cannot restrict his
communication with the NRC. Although the OGC reviewers af the March 15, 1990
response to Kennedy were not aware of the March 14, 1990 letter from Wessman
to Wampler, one of the OGC reviewers of the March 15, 1990 response (Scinto)
was aware of and had been involved in discussions in early March 1990
concerning whether the Wampler settlement agreement contained language that
might be considered restrictive. These discussions formed part of the
background for the issuance of the March 14, 1990 letter to Mr. Wampler.,

Furthermore, the response to Question 12 enclosed with the March 15, 1990
letter from former Chairman Carr to Senator Kennedy, indicated that:

The transcript (pp. 205,11 im) of the DOL hearing contair.s a
discussion of negotiations of a settlement agreement between Mr. Wampler
and Pullman-Higgins. Mr. k' ampler's attorney denied that there was any
offer to fail to report any safety violations (pp. 206,216-18). Mr.
Wampler further testified under oath (pp. 219-220) that he was not aware
of any violations other than those concerning crossing radiation safety
barriers.

7
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Despite these statements, the NRC nonetheless wrote to Mr. Wampler on
March 14, 1990 to assure that Mr. Wampler was aware of the NRC's position that-
the terms of the settlement agreement cannot restrict his communication with
the NRC,

As related to the correctness of the Region I technical staff conclusion .:
. regarding-this matter, please refer to the response to Finding II.3 which
indicates the staff's belief that the subject of the Wampler settlement
agreement did not concern _ radiographic records or weld adequaev, but rather,
radir' ion safety practices. .

.

I
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FINDING II.2

The review of the NRC response to Senator KENNEDY by the Office. of General
Counsel ~at NRC Headquarters did not include consideration of basic documents
needed for a-legal- review.

.
. ,,

RESPONSE

- Both the technical staff and the OGC reviewers of the March 15, 1990 response
to Senator Kennedy reviewed the Wampler settlement agreement and the attached
complaint. A copy of the settlement agreement and the complaint were attached
to the March 15, 1990 response to Senator Kennedy. Although these documents
did not-indicate a restriction relating to radiographic records (see also the
Response to Finding 11.3), the O1G investigators questioned whether the-
transcript of the Wampler Department of Labor proceeding had bean reviewed.
The OGC reviewers of the March 15, 1990 response to Senator Kennedy reviewed
the settlement agreement and the af.tached DOL complaint but did not review the
transcript of the DOL proceeding. Technical staff members did review the
transcript of the DOL proceeding and reached the conclusion set forth in the
response to question 12 (attached to the letter dated March 15, 1990 from
Chairman Carr to Senator Kennedy).

-

We agree that in the circumstances of this case, there should also have been
OGC review of the DOL transcript before the Kennedy letter was dispatched.

.

O
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FINDING !!J

The representations in the HRC letter to Joseph WAMPLER on March 14, 1990,
were inconsistent with the statements in the NRC response to Senator KENNEDY
on March 15, 1990. The letter to WAMPLER stated that the NRC believed the
language in his settlement agreement could be interpreted to restrict his '

ability to freely communicate with the NRC. The letter to Senator KENNEDY
stated that the agreement did "not prohibit the plaintiff from reporting or
discussing his findings regarding radiographic records."

RESPONSE

The response to Senator Kennedy and the letter to Mr. Wampler should have been
clearer by pointing out the difference in the predicate for the two

The settlement agreement contained language that could bestatements.
interpreted as restrictive of Mr. Wampler's ability to comunicate with NRC

The technical staff's review of thewith respect "to the facts of the case."
settlement agreement and the complaint and the transcript af the DOL
proceeding led the technical staff to conclude that the facts of the DOL case
concern crossing radiation safety barriers, not radiographic weld records (see
the answer to question 12 of Kennedy response). The OGC revivers of the

letter to Senator Kennedy reached the same conclusion on theMarch 15, 1990
basis of the settlement agreement and attached complaint, but had not reviewed
the transcript of the DOL proceeding (see also response to Finding 11.2).
Thus, the response to Senator Kennedy indicated that the settlement agreement
did not prohibit Mr. Wampler from reporting or discussing his findingsOn the other hand, to the extent thatregarding radiographic weld records.
the settlement agreement could be interpreted to prohibit him from discussing
the facts of the case (that is, issues relating to crossing of radiation
safety barrier-), the letter to Mr. Wampler was sent to assure that he was
aware of NRC's position that licensees were instructed to inform their
employees or former employees that clauses in settlement agreements which in
any way restrict providing information about potential safety issues to NRC
should be disregarded.

Although the staff provided a copy of the settlement agreement as part of its
response, the response to Senator Kennedy's question 13 would %.we been
clearer if it had pointed out that, while there was language in the settlement
agreement that coulc' de interpreted as restrictive, NRC did not believe that
this language was app)icable to concerns that Mr. Wampler may have had about
radiographic weld records and that, in any case, NRC had informed Mr. Wampler
of NRC's position that such res*rictions are not binding with respect toi

communications with NRC. This would have eliminated any seeming inconsistency
between the response to Senator Kennedy and the letter to Mr. Wampler.i

|

In summary, we agree that there should have been better internal coordination|
by both OGC and the staff between the preparation of the letter to Mr. Wampler'

and preparation of the response to Senator Kennedy,
;

12, 1990, within one month of the NRC's March 14, 1990 letter to Mi .On April
Wampler, his attorney requested the Department of Labor to reopen Mr.

<

Wampler's case on the grounds that his settlement agreement with Pullman-

10
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Higgins prevented him from communicating safety concerns to the NRC. On
-

January 23, 1992, the Secretary of Labor issued an order dirccting the parties
to subutt a copy of the settlement agreement for review. ,

:It should be noted that the Wampler allegstion regarding-crossing radiation
safety barriers was referred by = Region 1 to the state of New Hampshire when

'

,

this allegation was first raised in January 1984. New Hampshire is an
e

Agreement _ State with respect to the regulation of 10 CFR 34 radiography
licenses and the safety requirements therein. The NRC staff facluded these
facts in its responses to the Congressional staff inquiries related to the
Wampler allegations.

;
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YAEC did not begin the 100% revicts of radiographs after VAMPLER'S terminationI

from the Palhsan-Higgins Company, 7his review of Pullman-Higgins radiographs
was already ongoing at the time of WAMPLER's termination.,.

'

L llESPONSE

1he Russell inmorandum, datedThe NRC steff agrees with this finding.
February 28, 1990, stated that the Yankee Atomic Electric Company (YAEC)
performed a 100% check of the radiographs after Mr. Wampler departed the site.
This is not correct,

The Russell senorandum was from the Regional Administrator, Region I, to the
Director of tha Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to daument the results
of an " expedited r9 view' of Mr. Wampler's concerns to determine if anyAs discussed in"conditiot.s material to full power licensinD are involved."

4
'

the Response to. Finding I.1, the Region I staff concluded that no new safety 7
issue had been raised, while at the same titw indicating that the complete and
detailed Answers to Senator Kennedy's question had not yet been ceveloped.
The conclusion, documented in the Russell memorandum, i.e., no new safety
issues were raised, is not affested in any way by the statement questioned by h
the Olt as to whan the YAEC 100% review commenced. w

On March 5-3, -lMO, kegioni tonductsd u taspection at the Seabrook Station
-

to obtain detailed information for respons s to Congressional inquiries and
documentbd this insp6ction in inspection. report (IR) 50-443/90-07. These

27,.1990, letter from SenatorCongressional inquiries included a February
Kennedy to Chairman Carr, which hw been referenced in the Russell memorandum,
and a Marc.h 7,1990, letter to Chairman Carr from Representative Xostmayer.

In discussing the 100% weld radiograph review program docurented in Section
the staff noted that, before 1984, VAEC ns informally4.3 of IR 50-443/90-07,

conducting weld radiograph reviews for. ali contractor radiography, f,
establishing that such reviews were in progress before Mr. Wampieri

As was the intent of the inspection documented in
employment was terminated.these findings as well as others relatsd to the pipe weldingIR 50-443/90-07,
and radiography programs, were then used to document the staff responses to
the Senstor Kennedy and Representative Kostasyar inegiries. Chairman Carr '

responded to Senator Kennedy and Re)resentctive Kostmayer, by separate letters
dated March 15., 1990 and enclosed tie appropthte NRC staff responses.

Thus, although the Russell memoranduz uas in error regarding when the YAEC
100% radiograph review effort commenced, an hRC inspection was conducted on
site in early itarch 1990-(prior to granting the Seabrook full power license)
to obtain additional informatfor, beyond tbt contained in the expedited review

The staff used this new information indocumented in the Russell memorar.dum.
the responses to both Senator Kennedy and Representative Kostmayer in separate

Thus, the infomation provided by the HRC toletters dated March IS, 1990.
both Scaator Kennedy and Congressman Kostmayer with respset to YAEC's 100%
review of radiographs was accuiate.
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EIgdle III A.2 ,

~ The prorist for the review and concurrence of the RUSSELL memorvidum was ,

The inaccuracy regarding the review belug conducted afur WAMPLER's
;-

flawed.
departure ocustred when the adhor's draft-ms altered without his knowledge.

-

The investigation was unable to detemine who nada that change.
.,

!
J

,

RESPONSE

' A; discussed in the staffs responte 10 Finding I.2,:the E00 will reexamine 1

(the current staff guidance on concurrence and revi n it to provide greater
assurance that staff documents are accurate.

' .
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EIMDING_III AJ

Inspection Report 90-80 mischaracterized statements in Inspe: tion Reports 85-
Contrary to representations in inspection Report 90-80, these31 and 84-07.

inspection reports do not substantiate that a 100% review of radiograph: was
|

..
conducted by YAEC.

REn0EE
E

The OIG report is correct that Inspection Report IR 84-07 does not
substantiate that a 100% review of radiographs was conducted by YAEC and IR
85-31 is not clear on this point.

The section of inspection repurt (IR) 90-80 thtt is the subject of the above
finding was written to respond to the following allegation:

It was corrnon knowledge on the site that an inspector was caught using f
the same x-ray on different wtids.i

In IR 90-80, ths staff stated that this allegation lacked credibility because ,

4

separate pieces of film most be exposed for each welo, precluding the use ofIn pointingthe same-set of film to insppropriately represent several welds.
out the fact that this subject had been dealt with in previous NRC
inspEtions, IR 90-80 further indicated that: ,

Riso, as documented in CAT IR 84-07 and discussed in IR 85-31; the ilicensee conducted an inrtependent third party review of all RT film
stored onsite, whether provided by vendors or shot by site contractors.

While discussing weld radiographs in response to this silegation, the staff
also states in IR 90-30 that the licensee ..."also reviewed these films af ter
the contractor completed their (sic) reviews." While the reference to the
contractor reviews implies a 100% review sinc + such radiograph cxamination is
required by code, tSis statement does not clearly state that a 100% YAEC -

/

review of all RT film was done.

Inspection Reports 84-07 and 85-31 cre mentioned in IR 90-60. Inspection
iNoort 85-31 (page 12) does discuss a licensee overview of " virtually all
vendor supplied radiographic film." Inspection Report 84-07 does not
explicitly discuss the licensee's 100% reviem

On page 27 of the OIG report, the investigators discuss an interview with Mr.
Edwin Martindals, one cf the CAT inspectors, and document a quote by Mr.
Martindale from a draft version of IR 84-07, as follows:

'

The CAT inspector feels that, due to the numeruus findings on'

radiographs that have not received YAEC review, there is a need to
continue a 100". overview program on contractor and vendor film.

Mr. Martirdale is furthtr quoted in the OIG report from his draft version of
IR 84-07 as stating:

;

14
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The procedures do met specify the amount of time the luo% contractor
rcview will continue or any intent to perform vendor review.

However, despite Mr. Martindale's valid concerns at the time of CAT inspection
84-07, later evidence shows that the 100% YAEC inspection of Pullman-Higgins
weld radiogra>hs did continue to completion of the field welding. This was .,

verified by tie licensee and inspected by the staff. In addition, as -

discussed in the response to Finding 111.B.2, the licensee's procedures for
YAEC review of radiographs did include review of both vendor as well as siti-
generated radiographs.

Thus, although the staff in the Russell memorandum incorrectly cited a
reference as documenting a 100% licensee review of contractor radiographic
film, as discussed in the staff's response to Finding Ill.B.2, a prucedural
recuirement for vendor and site-generated YAEC review of radiographs did exist
anc the staff responses to both Congressman Kostmayer and Senator Kennedy
(March 15,1990) on this point ere accurate. Nonetheless '|n the May 18,
1990, letter from the fomer Chattman Carr to Senator Kennedy, the staff
acknowledged in response to Question 1 that the 100% radiography review by the
Itcensee is not ,1early documented in NRC inspection reports so that a reader
is able to independently and unequivocally determine that it was dene.

,

The staff has concluded, as a lesson learned from this matter, that there is a
need for additional and clearer documentation in construction inspection
reports and will take steps to Assure that the appropriate improvements are
impicmented.

..

I

..

|
| .

!
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100% Review of Weld Radietrranhs - Congressman KOSTMAYERIII.B.

FINDIM III S.1

The OlG investicstion determined that Inspection Re) ort 84-07 did not support
the NRC's representation to Congressman KOSTMAYER a>out the 100% review of all

~

safety-related weld radiographs.

RESP 0KSE

The NRC staf' agrees with the O1G finding that, as discussed in the response
to Finding !!! A.3, IR 84-07 does not substantiate that a 100% review of
radiographs was done by YAEC.

In responding to Congressman Kostmayer's request to provide those portions of
IR 84-07 which documented the licensee's review of all tilm stored onsite, the
staff instead discussed which portions of IR 84-07 described the YAEC flim

The staff explained that, although there were discrepanciesreview process.
in the radiogra>hs not yet reviewed by YAEC, these were not of a concern to
the inspectors >dcause they knew that YAEC would review all of them, and
further, no discrepancies had been found during the inspection in radiographs
which had been previously reviewed by YAEC.

The quote from Mr. Martindale's draft version of IR 84-07, as discussed in
page 27 of the OlG report, and repeated in response to Finding !!! A.3, in
conjunction with the discussion of a YAR 100% review of contractor
radiographs documented in an NRC memorai wm written in January 1;84 (Exhibit

-

39 of the OlG report) reaffims the fact that some inspectors participating in
Onthe IR 84-07 inspection were aware that a 100% YAEC review was ongoing.

the other hand, the testimony of some of the inspectors on the CAT inspection
indicates they were not aware of the 100% YAEC review.

In an enclosure to a letter from Chairman Carr, dated May 18, 1990, responding
to a request from Senator Kennedy of March 12, 1990, the HRC stated:

The staff agrees that the 100% radiography review by the licensee is not
clearly documented in NRC inspection reports so that the reader is able
to independently and unequivocally determine that it was done.

2 Ultimately, such evidence was provided by the licensee's weld records, which
substantiated that YAEC had implemented a process for the 100% review of

While this process was not perfectlysafety-related weld radiograahs.
implemented (i.e., greater tian 99.7% of the weld radiograph records provided

, the NRC representation to Congressman
evidence of the licensee review) loped and implemented "a program of review ofKostmayer that the licensee deve
all safety related radiographic film" was an accurate statement, which has
been confirmed by subsequent records inspections. Furthermore, in response to
a Congressman Kostmayer question (Question H) citing IR 84-07, the staff
stated that:

36
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It was known by the IIRC staff, if not explicitly stated, that the YAEC
NDE Review Group program required all safety related rar'iographs to be
reviewed.

~

This statement, included in the MRC :taff enclosure to former Chairman Carr's
.letter to Congressman Kostasyer, illustrates that the NRC

*
.

March 15, 1990,
understood and informed Congrets that the 100% review was not explicitly
stated in IR 84-07.

.

D"
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FIE ING III B.2 |

Contrary to the NRC's response to Congressman KOSTMAYER, the OlG investigation
,
'

found that during NRC Inspection 84-07, YAEC did not have a written procedure
that required the review of all safety-related vendor and site generated
radiographs. >

,

RESPONSE

This finding is correct fru.a the standpoint that during the period of time
that inspection 84-07 was conducted (i.e., April 23 - May 25, 1984), no
licensee procedure explicitly required the review of 111 safety-related vendor
and site-generated radiographs. However, the procedure referenced in the NRC
staffresponsestoRepresentativeKostmayer'srequestofMarch7,1990(the
YAEC Procedure Number 5, ' Quality Engineering Group-QLG NDE Review Group'),
documented the program for YAEC review of vendor and site generated

Revision 0 of this procedure was prepared on April 10, 1984radiographs.
(i.e., prior to the CAT inspection documented in IR 84-07) and issued on May
14, 1984 with the following language, in part, describing the purpose and
scope of the proctdure:

It describes the methods utilizes to perform review of vendor and site
generated radiographs.

On July 5,1984, Revision 1 to the YAEC QEG NDE Review broup Procedurt. Number
5 was issued with the wording modified as follows:

It describes the methods utilized tt, perform review of all safeh
related vendor and site generated radiographs. (emphasis added)

Therefore, the OlG is correct in determining that a procedural reouirement for
the 100% review did not exist until July 1984, after the CAT inspection was
complete. However, Exhibit 39 of the OlG Report indicated that, as early asatedJanuary 1984, the NRC knew that YAEC was reviewing all contractor at
radiographs.

The issuance of Revision 0 of YAEC Procedure Number 5 addressed the governing
provisions of a 100% review even though the word " alp was not incorporated
into the procedure until Revision 1 was issued.

This OlG finding implies that the NRC's response to Representative Kostmayer
specifically was in error regarding when YAEC had issued a prccedure that
reouired the review of all safety-related vendor and site generated

However, the NRC responded to Representative Kostmayer's requestradiographs.
(Question 1.F) to provide a copy of those portions of IR 84-07 which the staff
believes documents the licensee's -- review of all RT (radiography) film
stored on sito as follows:

|

The program and procedure described in the answer to question I.A. andl

1.0, above were in place and in use at the time of the Construction
|

Appraisal Team (CAT) inspection documented in Inspection Report 50-i

443/84-07,
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The answers to questions 1.A and !.D discuss the perforwance by YAEC of a 100%
radiographic review and indicate that the licensee adopted a procedure to
formalize the process on May 14, 1984, when the QEG NDE Review Group Procedure
Number 5 (Revision 0) was implemented. Therefore, the statement to

that the heretofore informal process of YAEC 100%
Representative Kostmayer,d in a procedure and program t1st were in place atfilm review was formalize ,

the time of the CAT inspection, is a correct statement. While the formal
procedural requirement, using the word 'all' was not in place until July 1984,

,!the programmatic process implementing this review was in place in May 1984.
|Additionally, the former NRC Senior Construction Resident Inspector at

Seabrook discussed this issue with the lead YAEC Quality Assurance Engineer i

ressonsible for implementation of the YAEC QEG NDE Review Group Procedure
The NRC inspector questioned the reason why the words "all safetyNum)er 5.

related* were added to the purpose and scope statetet in Revision 1 of the
procedure. The YAEC QA Engineer, a film reviewer tuolved in the licensee
review of radiographs from 1980 through the completion of construction,
informed the NRC inspector that the revised wording was intended to clarify
the 100% review as a requirement for only safety related radiographs. He

indicated that the Revision 0 wording might be interpreted to include
nonsafety weld radiographs in the required review. Therefore, Revision 1 was
written to document the intent that all safety related radiogra)hs (and not
nonsafety film) were covered by this )rocedural requirement. T1e YAEC QA

'

Engineer also informed the NRC that tie program governing the YAEC radiograph
review process remained unchanged by the procedure Revision 1 which limited
the scope of review.

19
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IV. Joseph WMPLER'S 16 Nonconformance Reports

flWINGJY
The OlG investigation determined that the NRC did not identify 14 of the 16
potential NCRs [ noncompliance reports) mentioned by WMPLER. NRC personnel '

made the decision to focus instead on the records turnover process followingSeniorWMPLER's termination which should have included NCRs being )rocessed.
Construction Resident Inspector (SCRI) CERNE explained that its reason for
this decision was the existence of an NRC policy not to disclose an alleger's

The information concerning the 16 NCRs was of a singular nature andidentity.
would have identified WMPLER. During this period CERNE had been told by
WMPLER not to inform Pullman-Higgins of his contact with the NRC. CERNE's

efforts during Inspection 83-22 and 83-15 to review the records turnover
process were in response to concerns raised by WMPLER about the 16 NCRs.

RESPONSE

However, in order to gain assuranceThe NRC staff agrees with this finding.
that the information on these potential NCRs (and any other information from
Mr. Wampler) was complete, during the transcribed interview with Mr. Wampler,
documented in NUREG-1425 (page 34, Apaendix 4), the staff asked and received

The staff has provided informationpermission to copy Mr. Wampler's log )ook.
en this issue in Sections 8 and 19 of NUREG-1425, ' Welding and Nondestructive
Examination Issues at Seabrook Huclear Station.' Section 8 includes the
fcilowing statement:

(The NRC indeoendent review) team identified 27 backlog welds listed in
Wampler's logsook for which he should have initiated corrective action,
including issuance of NCRs in several cases. However, these weld
discrepancies had apparently not been formally reported to Pullman-

The teamHiggins (P-H) personnel at the time Wampler left Seabrook.
concluded that these welds cons'.ituted the complete population of welds-

on which Wampler intended to write the 16 NCRs.

The following conclusion is documented in the Executive Summary of NUREG-1425:

The licensee took adequate action regarding all the welds Wampler was
planning to write NCRs on at the time he left Seabrook. Since

discrepancies noted by Wampler had been effectively removed or rewnrked
for all of these welds, there were no missing NCRs associated with weld
discrepancies discovered by Wampler.

Therefore, while it is correct that in 1984 the NkC did not identify 14 of the
16 potential nonconformance reports (NCRs) mentioned by Mr. Wampler,
subsequent NRC inspection identified all of the welds that might have been the.

subject of these potential NCRs. This independent NRC inspection activity,
documented in NUREG-1425, confirmed that the records turnover process and
coordination of transfer of NDE Level 111 functions, as implemented by
Pullman-Higgins and inspected by the NRC in 1984, were effective in assuring
croper disposition of all of the potential nonconforming conditions questioned
by Mr. Wampler.
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Y. The Informal Return of Radicaraohs

FINDIM Y.1

The investigation determined that in various ways YAEC was informally '

:returning radiograph packages to Pullman-Higgins.

RESPONSE

The NRC staff agrees with this finding. The following excerpts from NUREG-
1425 indicate that the NRC's IRT had made similar findings regarding the YAEC
radiographic review program, as it was implemented in its early phases:

From the start of the piping fabrication and NDE processes to about mid-
1982, P-H pipe weld film packages found unacceptable during YAEC review
of film for acceptance were informally returned to P-H for correction.
(Section2)
In addition, in the early phases YAEC appeared to return unacceptable
film to P-H on an informal basis. Documentation of the review proc:As;
became more formal starting in 1982. (Section 3)

For the period preceding 1982, the licensee handled the review of
radiographic film in a less formal manner. (Section 14)

These IRT findings, documented in NUREG-1425, all indicate that the
informality of film package returns was a practice that existed until about
mid-1982. Nr. Wampler, who was on-site at Seabrook Station during the latter
part of 1983, stated to the OlG that informal returns by YAEC to him occurred
in 1983. Therefore, it is not clear whether the investigation either confirmed
or refuted this contention. NUREG-1425 also documented in Section 2 the
following:

After mid-1982, P-H pipe weld film packages, found unacceptable during
YAEC review for acceptance, were returned to P-H for correction, and a
DR or deviation notice (DN) was routinely issued in most cases. The
exceptions to this included some administrative-type rejects that were
easily correctable under the P-H program.

This quotation appears to be consistent with most of the interview excerpts
documented on pages 37-39 of the OlG report, in which the licensee's
interviewees admitted to making informal returns for minor problems or
paperwork errors. Therefore, even after 1982, depending upon the severity of

'the problem that was identified by YAEC, the informal return of radiographic
packages to Pullman-Higgins continued. (See the Response to Finding V.2 for a.

continueddiscussionofthisissue.)

.
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FINDING V.2

The practice of informally returning radiographs without documentation is a
violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

RESPONSE
,

,

The NRC staff agrees with this finding as it relates to the informality with
which radiogragh returns were handled prior to mid-1982. However, as
discussed in tie response to finding V.1, in cases involving the
" administrative-type rejects" documented in section 2 of NUREG-1425 or the
minor problems or paperwork errors discussed in the OlG report interview
excerpts, after mid-1982 this practice continued but was authorized by YACC
Field Surveillance Procedure No. 3. This procedure, covering the period o'
time from mid-1982 until 1984, required the following:

Deficiency (ies) found during surveillance and not transferred to the
contractors QA/QC Program or not corrected imediately, shall be
reported by the individual finding the deficiency.

This procedural requirement allows for the undocumented ret"*m of records
(radiographic packages) in which deficiencies were found if ( ther of the two
following conditions were met: (1) the affected contractor % program
documented the deficiency or (2) the deficiency could be corrected
immediately, such as minor administrative or paperwork error.

A March 15, 1990, memorandum from Dr. Henry Myers of the Congressional staff
to the NRC Director of Congressional Affairs asked the following question, to
which the following response from the NRC staff was transmitted to Dr. Myers:

II.C If YAEC reviewers had rejected radiographs and returned them to
Pullman-Higgins without documenting the rejection and the return,
would this have violated applicable procedures?

Response

The defined program for recording deficiencies identified by the YAEC
Hondestructive Examination (NDE) Review Group was the Deficiency Report
(DR) system. The licensee has indicated to the NRC, through the
recollection of YAEC personnel involved in the NDE Review Group, that in
some cases editorial errors or legibility concerns were handled without
a DR being generated. Licensee personnel have also stated that, on
occasion, YAEC NDE reviewers accomplished their review at the Pullman-
Higgins offices imediately after Pullman-Higgins reviewers had
completed their review of the radiographs. In these cases also, a DR
may not have been generated because the YAEC personnel were
accomplishing an overview surveillance function while the radiographs
were in-process, prior to formal transmittal to YAEC for review.

Whether rejection ar.d return of radiographic records without
documentation on a DR constituted a procedural violation remains to be
determined. This issue and activities of the YAEC NDE reviewers will be
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re-examined by an NRC Independent Review Team as part of the additional
NRC efforts discust.ed with Dr. Myers and Mr. Paine on April 30, 1990.

The stated follow-up by the NRC IRT was documented in NUREG-1425, as evidenced
Theby the quoted excerpts discussed in the response to finding Y.1.

Executive Sumary in NUREG-1425 documents as one conclusion the following: .

in some instances, records and procedural adherence-type problems of
lesser safety significance may have violated NRC requirements during the
construction period. These problems were investigated to the depth
necessary to reach a conclusion regarding their safety significance.

In the letter of August 6,1990, forwarding NUREG-1425 to the licensee, the
Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations
and Research, stated the following:

On the basis of my evaluation of the team's report, which considered the
types, significance, and age of the problems identified and the
corrective actions you have taken, I have determined that no response to
the NRC regarding the matters covered by this report is required.

23
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f1NDING V.3

The investigation did not develop any evidence to indicate the NRC was aware
of this practice during the period of construction.

'
'

RESPONSE

This finding supports the NRC staff's response to a question from Dr. Myers,
written in his memorandum of March 15, 1990, to the Director of Congressional
Aff airs, as follows:

11.0 Did NRC inspectors know whether YAEC reviewers had rejected
radiographs and sent them back to P-H without documenting the
rejection and return to P-H7

Response

No. Based on our review of this matter with the current NRC staff, we
have no such knowledge.

24
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VL_. Construction Deficioney Reportino Recuirements

FINDING VI

The 010 investigation found no evidence to substantiate WAMPLER's allegation.
I -

RESPONSE
-

As stated in an interview conducted by the NRC 1RT on April 24, 1990, ar.d
documented in ttie OIG report, Mr. Wampler's allegation is as follows:

Wampler alleged that YAEC intended to issue a 10 CFR 50.55(e) hs andnotification concerning the high reject rate of weld radiograp
then failed to do so.

During an inspection at Seabrook on March 5-9, 1990, the NRC reviewed this
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e), of the

issue of proper processing,he alleged high weld reject rate.infomation >ertaining to t The NRC

documented 111s inspection in IR 50-443/90-07 and listed this 50.55(e)
processing questiJn as an unresolved item. Thus, the NRC staff was reviewing
this issue before Mr. Wampler raised it as an allegation.

'

The IRT also reviewed this issue, documenting NRC findings on this subject in
NUREG-1425, specifically sections 14 and 17. Based upon both the IRT
conclusions and additional NRC inspection onsite in August 1990, the
unresolved item was closed in 1R 50-~443/90-16. Both the IRT and a separate
Region I inspector revjaw concluded that the identified deficient conditions
were not reportable under the provisions.of 10 CFR 50.55(e).
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